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Barack Obama,
In NL we receive messages from warzone Afghan/Pakistan that make me feel sick!
'USA hunt on Taliban-individuals who cross the border from Pakistan into Afghan.
NL-NATO-soldiers assist USA in the assasination of these individuals in Afghan'.
Are you playing cowboy, Obama...!?
Have you any idea 'how low-intelligent & stupid you look'...?
At least I know now 'why you refuse to clean up ICC and remove UN Ban Kimoon from his
position':
•
USA does not want Afghan/Pakistan to become states of law.
You don't want to educate people overthere on 'how to use local courtsystems, ICC, EU & UN in
order to build Peace, Social enterpreneurship & a Green climate'.
By saying:'We want a state of law, but hunting individuals for assisination' one doesn't build
Peace in warzone....
Pakistan-parliament gave Taliban a Shariacourt. Excellent!
But when Taliban didn't take up the courtsystem and used weapons again ....
Hillary Clinton... 'ordered Pakistan to use violence against Taliban'. So they did!
In fact, Pakistan-parliament should have educated the local people on ....
'how to build a file with legal valid evidence against violent-Taliban-members for a lawcase
against them with the Pakistan-Supreme court...or if thats impossible...with the International
Criminal Court'.
But USA want ICC to be a Hitler-court – in coöperation with NATO & Un Ban Kimoon – so NLsoldiers can be forced into assasination-programs in warzone....
USA is too impatient to build courtsystems;
to educate Simple people in warzone on how to work with these NLFs!
•

There's another reason 'why you look stupid'!
The Osama Bin Laden-family residences in the Arab-states – Saudi Arabia -, not in the mountains
between Pakistan/Afghan. Locals know! This was on tv last week....
Besides... Bin Laden has 'a kinky niece' in Paris, France.
9/11 killed over 3000 individuals on Ground Zero.
In revenge, USA has killed more than 3000 persons in Afghan/Pakistan
= you can leave those countries now!
When are you going to attack the Arab-states or Paris?
Its just a matter of time, isn't it? Where-ever USA pops up, we have civil-wars....

Barack Obama you must be at the End of your Intelligence.
You want the International Criminal court to be a corrupt – partial – court to EU-leaders...
so USA can continue to build war worldwide...for Peace....
Have a straightforward day,
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